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The draft calendar of the 2012 
FIA WRC Academy Cup has been 
released today and will feature six 
European rounds of the 2012 WRC 
Calendar. 
 The events the WRC Academy 
Class of 2012 will contest are:
Rally de Portugal (29 March - 1 April) 
Acropolis Rally (25 - 27 May) 
Rally Finland (2 - 5 August) 
Rallye Deutschland (24 - 26 August) 
Rallye de France (4 - 7 October) 
Rally de España (1 - 4 November)

Four events from the 2011 season 
return for 2012 alongside two new 
rallies: Acropolis Rally and Rally de 
España. From this week, competitors 
interested in the 2012 WRC Academy 
can register their interest by emailing 
katie.traxton@northonesport.com.
 As the battle to win this year’s 
€500,000 scholarship still rages heading 
into the fi nal round at Wales Rally GB, 
WRC Academy Principal Marc de Jong 
anticipates a showstopping fi nale to one 
season as we look ahead to the next: 
“The heat is rising as the crews prepare 
for Wales Rally GB. However, while this 
year’s competition reaches its climax, 
we are now also looking ahead to the 
second season of the WRC Academy. 
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It is Movember, and Handbrakes & 
Hairpins is showing its support for 
raising awareness for men’s health, 
more specifi cally prostate cancer 
and other cancers that affect men.
 You can donate for the cause 
on this South African portal at: 
http://za.movember.com/donate/, or 
one in your own country.

Words: Evan Rothman
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Skoda Rally Team Italia ace Andreas 
Mikkelsen has won the 2011 Trofeo 
Rally Terra after fi nishing third on 
Rally Conca d’Oro, the sixth and 
fi nal round of the series in Sicily last 
weekend.
 Co-driven by Ola Floene, 22-
year old Mikkelsen rounded out a hugely 
successful season at the wheel of his 
Skoda Rally Team Italia Fabia S2000, 
which included winning three of the fi ve 
events he contested and scoring a total 
of 110 points. 
 Rally Conca d’Oro took place 
near Sicily’s capital Palermo with the 
crews completing nine special stages 
totalling 100.5 competitive kilometres. 
Mikkelsen won the fi rst seven stages 
to build a lead of 01m 34.7sec before 
the onset of a small electrical problem 
dropped him back to sixth position.
 Undeterred, he fought back on 
the fi nal stage to fi nish an impressive 
third overall and clinch the title. His 
efforts also handed Škoda Italia the 
runner-up spot in the manufacturers’ 
standings.
 “First and foremost I wish to 
congratulate Andreas, Ola and all the 
team for achieving such a great result,” 
said Pierfrancesco Zanchi, team principal 
of Škoda Rally Team Italia. “Becoming 
the new Italian Gravel champion is 
the best reward we could receive for 
all the hard work and energy we’ve 
invested during the season. We won 
three out of fi ve rallies, which proves 
how competitive we are on gravel. 
Andreas and Ola adapted themselves 
quickly to unfamiliar events, the team 
worked hard, the car always rose to the 
occasion. We had a very competitive 
package and we managed to make the 
most out of it.”
 Mikkelsen, a member of the 
FIA Institute Young Driver Excellence 
Academy, added: “I’m really happy to 
have won the TRT title and I’d like to 
thank Ola and all of the team for their 
fantastic support and for having made it 
possible. I’ve very much enjoyed taking 

Words: Staff Writer
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The 2012 WRC Academy draft calendar 
has now been announced, so that the 
future stars of the WRC can start their 
preparation for next season. While 
some of the Class of 2011 will be back 
more determined than ever to fi ght for 
the €500,000 scholarship up for grabs, 
we will also be welcoming new talent 
to take them on, on six events across 
Europe. Once more the Ford Fiesta will 
be the weapon of choice and the rules 
and regulations will remain similar to 
2011.”

part in the TRT with Škoda Rally Team 
Italia this year, particularly because my 
IRC programme has mostly been on 
asphalt. The Škoda Fabia was perfect, 
enabling me to push to the limit without 
making mistakes. There’s no time to 
rest though as now we head to Cyprus 
for the fi nal round of the IRC this week. 
It’s been tough to combine the TRT 
events with the IRC programme but I 
really hope to have the chance to go 
rallying in Italy again next year.”
 Norwegian Mikkelsen triumphed 
on Rally Adriatico, Rally San Marino 
and the Azzano Rally. A clashing event 
forced him to miss Rally San Crispino, 
while a problem caused by the rough 
nature of the roads in Sardinia forced 
his retirement from the island’s Rally 
Costa Smeralda when in front.

On the fi rst test day of testing the 
Volkswagen Polo R WRC, Dr Ulrich 
Hackenberg and Carlos Sainz, both 
with co-driver Timo Gottschalk 
at their side, drove about 100km 
on the 2.8km tarmac circuit. An 
initial functional test was followed 
by tuning and set-up work on the 
engine and the suspension, all of 
which was performed without any 
problems.
 “I immensely enjoy being 
involved in the development and 
testing of the new Polo R WRC – and 
having the privilege of driving the fi rst 
kilometres is naturally a great honour,” 
says Carlos Sainz. “The car is still in an 
early stage but already feels very good. 
For the whole team, whether engineers, 
mechanics or drivers, it’s very important 
to get to know the fi rst real car as early 
as possible and to test and continue to 
develop it.” 
 In parallel to the tests with the 
Polo R WRC Volkswagen is continuing 
its trial runs in the World Rally 
Championship. Next week the German 
Sepp Wiegand with Dakar winner 
Timo Gottschalk as co-driver and the 
Dutchman Kevin Abbring with co-driver 
Lara Vanneste will be competing in the 
Great Britain Rally in Wales (10–13 
November). At the fourth WRC test 
run this year the Volkswagen factory 
team is again fi elding two Fabia cars 
of the Group’s Škoda brand in order to 
evaluate talents and gather valuable 
experiences with the team at this 
famous gravel rally.
 Click this link to watch the 
video: http://bit.ly/tT9GyH

Words: Volkswagen Motorsport
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Passionate, enthusiastic and wonderfully 
insightful: Spotti Woodhead was a rallying 
encyclopaedia and an institution in this 
sport. 
 On Saturday, Woodhead passed away, 
leaving his wife Giselle and many friends.
 Woodhead has been a true personality 
in South African motorsport since the 1960s, and 
competed as a driver and navigator. He was a 
Champion navigator in 1975, and also claimed 

the Star SCC Rally Championship titles in 1981 
and 1982 as a driver.
 Since hanging up his rally overalls and 
helmet, he turned his attention to the Total 
Economy Run, competing most years since the 
event’s inception in 1977. He claimed numerous 
outright wins and class victories, most recently 
in the 2008 edition.
 I met the man on numerous occassions, 
and shared news and snippets with him over 
e-mail. His knowledge was limitless.
 Spotti Woodhead, rest in peace.

Words: Evan Rothman
Pictures: Motorpics
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Volkswagen has successfully started the 
tests with the new Polo R WRC. Dr Ulrich 
Hackenberg, Member of the Volkswagen 
Board of Management for Technology, and 
the two-time World Rally Champion and 
Dakar Rally winner Carlos Sainz completed 
the fi rst test kilometres in the vineyards of 

Veldenz near Trier, Germany, the location 
that normally plays host to the ADAC Rallye 
Deutschland, without any problems on 
Thursday lasty week. 
 Prior to competing in the FIA World 
Rally Championship (WRC) from 2013 onward, 
Volkswagen will intensively test and continue to 
develop the four-wheel drive vehicle that delivers 
an output of about 300hp.
 “The fi rst test with the new Polo R WRC 

Words: Volkswagen Motorsport
Picture: Volkswagen Motorsport
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is a special moment and marks an important 
milestone in the preparations for our entry in the 
WRC,” comments Dr Ulrich Hackenberg, Member 
of the Volkswagen Brand Board of Management 
for the Development Division. “We’re well on 
schedule and are now able to start testing our 
concepts and developments in reality. The WRC 
is the top category in rally sport and a great 
challenge for the team, the drivers and the 
technology. We’re taking on this challenge and 
will be making effi cient use of the time before we 
start into our fi rst competition.”

 “The fi rst Polo represents a preliminary 
stage of the subsequent rally car and during the 
upcoming months will serve as a test vehicle for 
various components such as engines, gearboxes 
or suspension parts. The fi ndings obtained in 
these tests will be directly fed into the fi rst 
thorough-bred Polo R WRC,” explains Volkswagen 
Motorsport Director Kris Nissen. “Next year we’ll 
be running an extensive testing programme 
on tarmac, gravel, mud and snow in order to 
prepare ourselves for the 2013 season as best 
we can.” H&H



Young German driver Valentin Hummel 
and 2010 Rally America 2WD Champion 
Chris Duplessis will join the 2011 FIA WRC 
Academy Cup regulars for the sixth and last 
round of the WRC Academy Cup at Wales 
Rally GB this weekend. Duplessis’ entry 
means that the Class of 2011 will have 
had students from six different continents. 
With Hummel and Duplessis enrolling in the 
WRC Academy for the fi rst time and South 
Africa’s Ashley Haigh-Smith re-joining, 17 
drivers will tackle the Welsh stages in their 
identical Ford Fiesta R2s centrally supplied, 
prepared and maintained by M-Sport.
 After starting his already impressive 
motorsport career as a circuit racer at only 20 
years old having competed in endurance, sport 
cars races, slaloms and hill climb amongst 
others, Hummel was also the youngest driver 
ever to compete in a Le Mans car. Switching to 
rallying this year, the young German now joins 
the WRC Academy to replace countryman Sepp 
Wiegand who has been given the chance to drive 
a S2000 on Volkswagen Motorsport’s programme 
to encourage young talent. Hummel is delighted 
about this opportunity: “I’m really happy to join 
the WRC Academy in my fi rst season in rallying. 
I’m looking forward to competing at Wales Rally 
GB and I hope that next year I will be able to 
sign up for the whole WRC Academy season, 
because it’s a very competitive series for young 
rally drivers and it represents the perfect way to 
start a career in the WRC.”
 Meanwhile, WRC Academy Operations 
Coordinator Maciej Woda was very impressed 
with the performance of the WRC Academy crews 
on the penultimate round of the series at Rallye 
de France. The man responsible for making sure 
the centrally supplied WRC Academy Ford Fiestas 
R2 are identically prepared and maintained for 
each event, Woda commends the performance 
of the Pirelli-shod cars on the Alsatian asphalt 
alongside the level of competitiveness and speed 
shown by the Class of 2011: “Once again it was 
a very strong competition at Rallye de France. 
It was great we had so many fi nishers in such 
tough conditions and our top car laying as high 
as 18th overall at the end of the WRC Academy 
itinerary. As I said, it was really exciting 
with great performances and a great level of 
competition.”
 Looking to Wales Rally GB, Woda sees 
the competition as so close that he identifi es the 
whole pack as the ‘ones to watch’ on the last 
round of the WRC Academy Cup: “Who to watch 
in GB? Everybody! The whole WRC Academy fi eld 
is so strong, it’s too close to call. Obviously Egon 

Kaur and Craig Breen will probably push the 
hardest because they will be fi ghting for the Cup 
title. I’m sure that Alastair Fisher and Brendan 
Reeves will be very fast as well, but like I said 
everybody is really competitive. They will all try 
to win the rally and end the season on a high!”
 Also in the news regarding the WRC 
Academy this past week, is that fi ve 2011 
Academy drivers have been chosen by the FIA 
Institute to take part in a four-day shootout to 
compete for a place in the 2012 Young Driver 
Excellence Academy. Craig Breen, Ashley Haigh-
Smith, Timo van der Marel, Brendan Reeves and 
Sepp Weigand join 2010 JWRC graduate Thierry 
Neuville and 24 of the other most talented young 
drivers in racing and rallying today.
 They will have to prove their aptitude 
in and out of the car in a selection process in 
Austria at the end of November judged by former 
Formula One driver and twice Le Mans winner 
Alex Wurz and 2001 World Rally Champion 
Co-Driver Robert Reid. Current WRC Academy 
series leader Egon Kaur was selected to take 
part in the inaugural season of the FIA Institute’s 
programme in 2011 and has run the training 
sessions in parallel with the WRC Academy 
this season: “It has been a great year for me, 
especially from the learning perspective. The 
opportunity to be part of the FIA Institute Young 
Driver Excellence Academy had a huge infl uence 
on my performance in the WRC Academy; I was 
able to put new knowledge right into practice. 
And it does not only have a signifi cant infl uence 
on my career this year - I now feel I am part 
of something very special and with my role 
of ambassador I believe I can really make a 
difference in the future.”
 Now his Cup rival Breen is ready to fi ght 
for a place on the scheme, less than a week after 
he goes head-to-head with Kaur on the stages 
of Wales Rally GB to try and win the €500,000 
WRC Academy scholarship. Never one to shy 
away from a challenge, the young Irishman 
is ecstatic about the opportunity: “I’m truly 
honoured to have been selected to go to the 
FIA Young Driver Excellence Academy trials in 
Austria. It’s something that I really want to get 
into, I feel it’s the perfect next step in my career. 
The competition will be tough from many great 
young race and rally drivers but I will try as hard 
as I can. To be selected would be amazing for 
me, bring in on!”
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Ahead of his debut in the Ford Fiesta RS 
WRC at Wales Rally GB this weekend, 
Estonia’s Ott Tänak (24) took time out 
of his busy schedule to speak about his 
chances at the event and to tell us a little 
bit about himself.
 The runner-up at this year’s Super 2000 
World Rally Championship (S-WRC) will contest 
the event alongside co-driver Kuldar Sikk in the 
M-Sport run car at the fi nal round of this year’s 
FIA World Rally Championship. 

Q: Hi Ott, can you please tell us a bit about 
your rallying history and how you fi rst got 
into motorsport?
Ott Tanak (OT): My father was driving at national 
level from 1988-2003 so it was quite an easy 
choice for me. In the beginning I competed in 
some junior rallies and a few rallycross events 
but I started in 2004 with proper rallies. Until 
2007 I was driving a VW Golf Mk2 and then I did 
one year with a Renault Clio. After that I started 
to work with Markko [Märtin] who has helped me 
progress to the world rallying scene.
 
Q: You’ve already tried the Ford Fiesta RS 
WRC at M-Sport – how did you like the car?
OT: For sure it’s a lot faster with a turbocharger! 
So far I have most of the experience from 
asphalt but I’m really happy with my Ford Fiesta 
S2000 on gravel so I am certain the Ford Fiesta 
RS WRC can only be better...
 
Q: What are your thoughts about Wales 
Rally GB, do you think it will be a good 
event for you?
OT: I competed at last year’s event in a Group 
N car so I have some idea of the roads and the 
conditions. I also know that it’s a really tricky 
event and it will not be easy. [Ott fi nished fi rst 
in the Production Car World Rally Championship 
(P-WRC), at last year’s Wales Rally GB]
 
Q: What has been your best memory/
highlight as a rally driver so far?
OT: This year’s Rally Italia Sardegna was good 
for me because we had our fi rst win in the 
S-WRC with the Ford Fiesta S2000. [Ott was 
seventh overall and holds the record as the 
highest placed Ford Fiesta S2000 in a WRC 
event]
 
Q: What has been your worst moment?
OT: That’s an easy question to answer – it was 
defi nitely to lose our fi ght for victory in the 
S-WRC this year at Spain. To fi nish runner-up is 

the fi rst loser!
 
Q: How is your relationship with Markko 
[Märtin?]
OT: We are good friends and he is also managing 
my rally programme.  Markko has given me an 
insight into rallying on a different level and is 
doing a lot for me which I really appreciate.
 
Q: If you weren’t a rally driver what do you 
think you would be doing instead?
OT: For as long as I can remember I’ve had a 
passion for motorsport and I couldn’t imagine 
not working with motors of some sort! When 
I’m not rallying, I’m busy in a workshop so I’d 
imagine I’d probably be in some sort of mechanic 
job. 
 
Q: What is your fi tness regime like?
OT: I am working extremely hard at my fi tness 
regime.  I have a fi tness trainer and we are 
mostly working in the gym but sometimes we go 
jogging and cycling too - they are good sports 
for sweating!
 
Q: Who is your motorsport idol?
OT: I have to say Markko Märtin as I have a 
great deal of respect for him. He was the fi rst 
Estonian driver to win a world rally event and he 
has helped me realise my dream of becoming a 
World Champion could be possible.  Markko has 
also done a lot for rallying in my country.
 
Q: Tell us a bit about your home life?
OT: My home is on an island called Saaremaa 
[Estonia] where we have a house. It’s very 
peaceful and we also have some pets including 
two horses so it’s a good place to relax.
 
Q: Favourite holiday destination?
OT: I travel all over with rallying so I’ve seen a 
lot of great places over the past few years.  If I 
had to choose one I’d say is South Africa – it’s a 
very special place.
 
Q: Favourite food?
OT: I love traditional Estonian food which is 
mostly based on meat and potatoes so I’d have 
to say that potatoes and meat sauce is my 
favourite.
 
Q: Where do you aim to be in three years’ 
time?
OT: I’d like to be driving the fastest World Rally 
Car. I don’t know exactly where the future will 
take me but my ultimate dream is to fi ght for the 
world championship title!

Words: Staff Writer
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Eight events, fi ve provinces, over 1,400km 
of competitive special stages: this was the 
2011 South African Rally Championship. 
Rally crews and cars tested their limits of 
endurance and reliability this season, in a 
Championship contested by fi ve different 
car brands and 34 regular national teams.
 Competing for the overall rally victories 
were 18 Class S2000 crews (which in fact is the 
largest national Class of Super 2000 machinery 
in the world) as well as ten Class S1600 cars 
and four Class S1400 competitors vying for 
their Class honours as well as the inaugural Two 
Wheel Drive Championship crown.
 The three all-new events on this 
year’s calendar added another dimension to the 
Championship, but it wasn’t until the conclusion 
of the fi nal stage of the fi nal event that the 
provisional Drivers’ and Co-Drivers Champions 
were named*.
 Rally enthusiasts were spoiled this 
year with all-out action at each round of the 
season, in which only three different crews 
claimed the rally wins. Gravel and asphalt roads, 
high-speed lanes lined with trees, wheat fi elds, 
and sugar cane, the crowd favourites’ jumps 
and water splashes, with sticky and muddy 
paths, to slippery and treacherous farm tracks 
undoubtedly made for one of the most thrilling 
and exciting championships in South Africa’s 
history.
 Ford Fiesta S2000 privateers Mark 
Cronje and co-driver Robin Houghton were 
named provisional Champions last week, beating 
off Ford Fiesta S2000 rivals Conrad Rautenbach/
Nicolas Klinger, the Toyota Auris S2000 of Johnny 
Gemmell/Drew Sturrock and Enzo Kuun/Guy 
Hodgson’s Volkswagen Polo S2000. In terms 
of the coveted Manufacturers’ Championship, 
Toyota has provisionally* defended their title 
once more this year thanks to two wins from 
Leeroy Poulter/Elvene Coetzee.
 South Africa’s largest privateer rally 
team, Team Total comprises a four-car squad 
with two cars competing in the premier Class 
S2000 and two in Class S1600. Gaining in speed, 
Team Total rounded out a highly competitive 
season with podium place results in the season 
fi nale.

Mohammed Moosa/Grant Martin – car #9:
This their second season in the premier Class 
S2000, Mohammed Moosa’s confi dence and pace 
grows with each event. After the eight-event 
season, Moosa/Martin have fi nished all rallies 
with their highest result an eighth place overall. 
At the Volkswagen Rally, round fi ve, Moosa 
debuted his new rally machine, the mighty 

Toyota Auris S2000. Changing from the Toyota 
RunX S2000 to the Auris S2000 has underlined 
the Tzaneen-based rally driver’s skill. This pace 
was confi rmed when he set an overall fastest 
stage time and posted several thereafter within 
the top ten. Moosa’s ended the season with 
an eighth place overall, but his performance 
in the MTN Polokwane Rally was hamstrung 
by mechanical gremlins in what was his most 
inspired performance this season.

J-P. Damseaux/Carolyn Swan – car #10:
Jean-Pierre Damseaux hounded the factory 
Volkswagen and Toyota crews to the fi nish 
line all season long, narrowly missing out on a 
podium for Team Total on the season-opening 
Total Tour Natal Rally, the Sasol Rally and the 
Toyota Cape Dealer Rally. Running at the top 
of the Drivers’ Championship after the fi rst two 
events, Damseaux’s grip on the trophy loosened 
slightly with three mechanical retirements. His 
pace was re-aligned when, like teammate Moosa 
he debuted his new Toyota Auris S2000 at the 
Volkswagen Rally to post impressive stage times. 
This increase in performance culminated in a 
strong fourth place overall fi nish at the Toyota 
Cape Dealer Rally.

Craig Trott/Robbie Coetzee – car #52:
Competitors in the South African Rally 
Championship, for good reason, regard Craig 
Trott as Mr Consistent. Trott and Coetzee fi nished 
all but one rally this season, having retired in 
the last stage of the Garden Route Rally with 
a broken gearbox. Trott’s posted Class-leading 
stage times, recorded podium Class victories in 
the hotly contested Class S1600 and Two Wheel 
Drive Championship, and run closely to the top 
of the leader board to narrowly miss out on 
defending his Class S1600 title this season.

Stefanie Botha/Angela Shields – car #60:
New to the Team Total squad for 2011, this 
year’s only all-female rally crew endured a 
character-building season. Running alongside 
teammates Trott/Coetzee in Class S1600, 
Stefanie Botha and Angela Shields proved their 
pace and skill in each of the eight rounds of 
the season, but were let down by mechanical 
gremlins in their Toyota RunX S1600 to fail to 
score any Championship points.
For news and photographs live from the event, 
visit us on Facebook at http://on.fb.me/pBFCpZ 
and on Twitter at http://bit.ly/jBLu4j. For more 
information, please visit www.totalmotorsport.
co.za.

*An appeal from the Toyota Dealer Gauteng Rally 
is still pending, and once this matter is resolved 
will the Championship winners be declared 
offi cial.
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Andreas Mikkelsen has become the 
youngest driver to win the Intercontinental 
Rally Challenge (IRC) after claiming 
victory on the season-closing Cyprus Rally. 
Amid emotional scenes captured live on 
Eurosport, Mikkeslen secured the title by 
one and a half points from Jan Kopecky, 
sealing glory by going fastest on the fi nal 
stage alongside co-driver Ola Floene.
 Mikkelsen said: “To become IRC 
champion is such a fantastic feeling, the likes 
of which I have never felt before. It’s been a 
tough season, which didn’t start so well in Monte 
Carlo but which has just kept getting better and 
better. We’ve had a fantastic second half of the 
year and wow, to fi nish with a win in Cyprus and 
the IRC drivers’ title, I can hardly believe it has 
happened. It’s like a dream.
 “I’d really like to thank everyone at 
Skoda UK Motorsport and Skoda Motorsport for 
and giving me this opportunity this year. It’s a 
special moment for everyone. So much effort has 
been put in over the last fi ve years of my rallying 
career, not just by me, but the people around 
me. To give this title back to everyone who has 
been involved is incredible.”
 Japan’s Toshi Arai won the inaugural IRC 
Production Cup in his R4-specifi cation Subaru 
Impreza STI with Jean-Michel Raoux, from 
France, clinching the IRC 2WD Cup by a single 
point ahead of Italian Stefano Albertini.
 Mikkelsen, driving a Skoda UK 
Motorsport Fabia S2000 led for all but one stage 

of the mixed-surface event based in Pafos in the 
south-west of the Mediterranean island. One of 
fi ve drivers in contention for the coveted IRC title 
at the start of the rally, Mikkelsen had to win the 
event in order to become champion.
 Apart from a spin on Friday and a 
puncture on Saturday morning, little troubled 
the Norwegian who becomes the fi fth different 
IRC champion in as many years. Mikkelsen, who 
switched to rallying as a 17-year-old when injury 
curtailed his promising skiing career, was almost 
forced to stop competing when he ran out of 
funding prior to the 2009 season.
 He hit back by securing a drive with 
Skoda’s UK importer for the 2011 season after 
impressing in the IRC in 2010 in a privateer 
M-Sport Ford Fiesta. Despite a troubled start 
on Rallye Monte-Carlo, when he crashed on the 
opening stage, he slowly improved his form 
and came close to winning several rallies before 
taking his maiden win on the penultimate round 
in Scotland last month to set up a title challenge 
in Cyprus. As well as winning two rounds 
outright, Mikkelsen scored more stage wins than 
any other driver with a total of 38 fastest times 
during the year.
 Nasser Al-Attiyah, last season’s Cyprus 
Rally winner, had started the fi nal day with an 
outside chance of victory and went fastest of 
all on the fi nal day’s third stage. However, an 
engine failure meant he was unable to continue 
after midday service, handing second place to 
factory Skoda driver Kopecky, who has been 
runner-up in the IRC standings for the last three 
seasons.
 Patrik Sandell took third with his best 
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fi nish of the season for Skoda Sweden 
claiming a stage victory to boot. 
Estonian teenager Karl Kruuda, in a 
privateer Fabia, impressed in fourth, 
snatching the position from Freddy Loix 
when the Belgian’s BFO-backed Fabia 
developed a mechanical fault on the 
penultimate stage.
 Matthias Kahle completed 
an all-Fabia top six in his Skoda Auto 
Deutschland Fabia after a solid display 
on his fi rst visit to Cyprus. And it got 
better for the German importer when 
Kahle’s team-mate Mark Wallenwein 
battled back from his double puncture on 
Friday to fi nish eighth, one place behind 
IRC Production Cup winner Toshi Arai.
 With IRC 2WD Cup champion 
Jean-Michel Raoux not eligible for overall 
IRC drivers’ points in ninth, ex-circuit 
racer Doros Loucaides clinched the 
four points on offer for the place in his 
Petrolina-backed Peugeot 207 S2000, 
which he was using in competition for 
the fi rst time on the back of a 50km pre-
event test.
 Charalambos Timotheau 
claimed the fi nal points in his Ralliart 
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX after 
mechanical problems halted fellow 
Cypriot Nicos Thomas on the fi nal 
afternoon.
 Outgoing IRC champion Juho 
Hanninen restarted on Day Two under 
SupeRally regulations following a crash 
on Day One’s opening run. Despite 
winning a stage he had to settle for 
16th overall, one place ahead of leading 
female driver Burcu Cetinkaya.

 Mikkelsen’s performance earned 
him the Colin McRae IRC Flat Out Trophy, 
awarded on each round of the IRC to the 
driver whose performance best embodies 
the spirit of the rallying legend who won 
the Cyprus Rally 10 years ago in 2001.
   Mikkelsen’s capture of the 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge title 
means he becomes the IRC’s fi fth 
different champion in as many years and 
joins the illustrious list of winners:
2011: A. Mikkelsen (Skoda Fabia S2000)
2010: J. Hanninen (Skoda Fabia S2000)
2009: K. Meeke (Peugeot 207 S2000)
2008: N. Vouilloz (Peugeot 207 S2000)
2007: E. G. Ojeda (Peugeot 207 S2000)

Overall Classifi cation:
01) A. Mikkelsen/O. Floene
      Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 25m 18.5s
02) J. Kopecky/P. Dresler 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 40.5s
03) P. Sandell/S. Parmander
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 02m 54.8s
04) K. Kruuda/M. Jarveoja 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 04m 33.0s
05) F. Loix/F. Miclotte
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 05m 25.4s
06) M. Kahle/P. Gobel
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 07m 48.9s
07) T. Arai/D. Moscatt 
      Subaru Impreza R4 STI + 08m 16.2s
08) M. Wallenwein/S. Kopczyk 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 13m 06.7s
09) D. Loucaides/S. Laos 
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 15m 07.8s
10) C. Timotheou/P. Laos 
      Ralliart Lancer Evo IX + 15m 25.7s

IRC Production Cup: 
T. Arai/D. Moscatt (Subaru Impreza R4 STI)

IRC 2WD Cup: 
J.-M. Raoux/L. Magat (Renault Clio R3)
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Drivers’ Standings:
01) A. Mikkelsen - 153.5pts
02) J. Kopecky - 152pts
03) J. Hanninen - 125pts
04) F. Loix - 123pts
05) T. Neuville - 115pts
06) B. Bouffi er - 110.5pts
07) G. Wilks - 47pts
08) P. Sandell - 44pts
09) T. Gardemeister - 43pts
10) K. Kruuda - 39pts

Manufacturers’ Standings:
01) Skoda - 362.5pts
02) Peugeot - 241.5pts
03) Subaru - 117pts
04) M-Sport - 107pts
05) Ralliart - 104pts
06) Honda - 46pts
07) Proton - 41pts
08) Abarth - 15pts

IRC Production Cup Drivers’ Standings:
01) T. Arai - 111.5pts
02) F. Gonon - 75pts
03) M. Cavigioli - 37pts

IRC 2WD Cup Drivers’ Standings:
01) J.-M. Raoux - 120pts
02) S. Albertini - 119pts
03) J. Puskadi - 71.5pts
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The biggest prize in motor rallying will be 
won in the UK this coming weekend when 
France’s Sebastien Loeb and Finland’s 
Mikko Hirvonen go head-to-head for the FIA 
World Rally Championship crown in one of 
the most challenging events of the year – 
the season fi nale, Wales Rally GB, from 10 
- 13 November. 
 Loeb, competing for Citroën Total World 
Rally Team, has emerged as the most successful 
rally driver in history with seven consecutive 
World crowns in the past decade. But Hirvonen, 
who drives for the UK-based factory Ford Abu 
Dhabi World Rally Team, could be about to end 
the seemingly invincible Loeb’s reign at the top.
 The Frenchman will arrive in Wales 
with a slender eight-point lead over the Finn 
– but with 25 available for a win the game is 
very much still on. Furthermore, an increasing 
number of rival crews – including those from 
iconic British manufacturer MINI – will be 
challenging for victory on some of the world’s 
most daunting forest stages. There is no doubt 
the WRC season is all set for a highly dramatic 
and unpredictable fi nish.
 Meanwhile Loeb knows a second-place 
result in Wales will effectively secure him an 
eighth straight title but, with three bonus points 
on offer during the event’s concluding Power 
Stage on the fi nal day of action, he won’t be 

relaxing behind the wheel of his Citroën DS3 
WRC. The 37-year-old from Alsace, who has won 
the last three Wales Rally GBs, commented: “If 
Mikko is winning I have to be second with some 
good points from the Power Stage. For sure I will 
try to fi ght with him and not to be behind. It’s 
a very open situation and it’s not easy. We will 
have to fi ght hard in GB. We know it can be very 
diffi cult so we will see what happens. It will be 
interesting.”
 Hirvonen almost pipped Loeb to the 
WRC crown in Wales in 2009, only for his car’s 
bonnet to smash into its windscreen. Two years 
on Hirvonen can expect great support from 
his on-form team-mate Jari-Mari Latvala. The 
“Flying Finn” now has much more experience 
and, having pushed Loeb for the win in Spain 
three weekends ago before backing off and 
allowing Hirvonen to fi nish second, could play a 
crucial role in the title outcome. 
 “Of course Jari-Matti did me a big 
favour in Spain, which was really nice and gives 
me a chance to fi ght again in GB,” said 31-year-
old Hirvonen, who achieved victory in Wales in 
2007 with the same Cumbrian-based M-Sport 
operation which prepares his Fiesta RS WRC. He 
added: “It’s going to be a tough one. Everything 
needs to be perfect. The only thing I can do is 
win the rally and the Power Stage as well. In 
previous years I have always had really good 
pace there so I believe that will be the same this 
year. We will have a good fi ght. I just need to 
make sure the bonnet pins stay closed.”

Words: http://www.wrc.com/
Pictures: WorldRallyPics; Citroën Racing
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 Equally Loeb’s team-mate, 
fellow Frenchman Sebastien Ogier, is 
likely to play a similar tactical supporting 
role for Citroën. Although only in his 
second full WRC season Ogier is equal on 
fi ve wins with Loeb so far in 2011. And 
maverick Norwegian Petter Solberg, one 
of only two drivers to have previously 
won the event four times (2002-03-04-
05), is another they all need to watch in 
his Citroën DS3 WRC. 
 However many of the hugely 
enthusiastic spectators will surely be 
rooting for the MINI World Rally Team 
and its pair of MINI John Cooper Works 
WRCs, prepared by the Banbury-based 
Prodrive organisation that previously 
achieved WRC glory with the likes of 
Colin McRae and Richard Burns. The 
famed British marque has not been 
represented in top-level rallying since 
the Sixties, but what an impact its 2011 
cars driven by Spaniard Dani Sordo and 
Northern Irishman Kris Meeke have had 
already. In just fi ve appearances, Sordo 
has achieved four strong points results 
and almost won in France. Meeke, in 
his debut WRC season, was a fi ne fi fth 
in Spain and, on terrain he knows well, 
could cause a real upset on his home 
event. Indeed a British driver has not 
won Rally GB since Burns’s triumph in 
2000 and MINI’s only previous victory 
on the event was in 1965 (with Rauno 
Aaltonen in a Mini Cooper S)!
 Other stars to look out for 

include former F1 World Champion Kimi 
Raikkonen and YouTube hero Ken Block 
– both are sure to be crowd favourites 
and in huge demand from autograph 
hunters.
 It all adds to up to a fi tting 
season fi nale for the reinvigorated WRC 
which, looking to the future, is entering 
its most exciting chapter for years with 
the re-installation of the classic Monte 
Carlo Rally on its 2012 calendar plus 
the arrival of MINI as well as German 
manufacturer Volkswagen in 2013 to add 
to the competition.
 Simon Long, CEO of WRC 
promoter North One Sport enthused: 
“It’s going to be a thrilling and nail-biting 
end to what’s been a very dramatic fi rst 
season for the dynamic new-look WRC 
with the latest technical regulations and 
live TV ‘Power Stages.’ Now we’re all set 
for a thrilling fi nale in the notoriously 
tricky and treacherous Welsh forests...
 “As well as the duel for the 
world championship the return of MINI 
on home ground is certain to generate 
even more interest and intrigue – more 
so as the team has already underlined 
its intentions by scoring two podium 
results from its fi rst six starts. Which 
ever way you look at it we’re in for a 
dramatic climax to 2011.” 
 Meanwhile this year’s Wales 
Rally GB includes a considerably revised 
route compared to previous years – 
following a Ceremonial Start on the 

Thursday in Llandudno the opening 
action is on the spectacular winding 
cliff-face road around the Great Orme 
headland on the North Welsh coastline 
– a stage not used on the event for 
30 years. Similarly, there is a return 
later that day to the Clocaenog forest 
stage, last part of the route in 1996. 
Over the next three days the 1,109km 
(1150mi) event will venture southwards 
with the high speed action on many of 
Wales’ most renowned forest stages 
interspersed with a Central Service Park 
at Builth Wells. The event, and the 2011 
World Rally Championship, will culminate 
with a Ceremonial Finish – and the 
crowning of this year’s WRC Champion – 
in Cardiff on the Sunday.
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